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Existing civil engineering structures having strategic importance, such as hospitals, ﬁre stations, and power plants, often do not
comply with seismic standards in force today, as they were designed and built based on past structural guidelines. On the other
hand, due to their special importance, structural integrity of such buildings is of vital importance during and after earthquakes,
which puts demands on strategies for their seismic protection. In this regard, seismic base isolation has been widely employed;
however, the existing limited seismic joint between adjacent buildings may hamper this application because of the large displacements concentrated at the isolation ﬂoor. In this paper, we compare two possible remedies: the former is to provide
supplemental damping in conventional base isolation systems and the latter consists in a combination of base isolation with
supplemental rotational inertia. For the second strategy, a mechanical device, called inerter, is arranged in series with spring and
dashpot elements to form the so-called tuned-mass-damper-inerter (TMDI) directly connected to an isolation ﬂoor. Several
advantages of this second system as compared to the ﬁrst one are outlined, especially with regard to the limitation of ﬂoor
accelerations and interstory drifts, which may be an issue for nonstructural elements and equipment, in addition to disturbing
occupants. Once the optimal design of the TMDI is established, possible implementation of this system into existing structures
is discussed.

1. Introduction
Passive vibration control systems of civil engineering
structures and infrastructures are of utmost importance in
earthquake-prone regions to mitigate or reduce damage
potential due to the shaking ground. Even more importantly,
seismic protection is imperative for those structures whose
integrity during and after earthquakes is of vital importance
for civil and social purposes, including hospitals, ﬁre stations, schools, barracks, power plants, and so forth. Nevertheless, in many cases such structures present structural
deﬁciency and do not comply with the requirements of
seismic standards in force today, as they were designed and
built according to the past structural guidelines that were not
as severe as the current regulations. Consequently, seismic
protection and retroﬁtting strategies of these structures are

highly desirable, which should do not interfere with the
operational and functionality aspects of the building.
In this regard, seismic base isolation [1, 2] has been
widely employed along with energy dissipation systems
[3, 4]. The lengthening of the ﬁrst-mode period combined
with the damping features provided by the base isolation
system (BIS) signiﬁcantly reduces the earthquake-induced
forces in the superstructure, which can be designed to remain in the elastic regime. As a counter eﬀect, most of the
earthquake-induced displacement demand is concentrated
at the isolation ﬂoor, which undergoes large displacements
(whose magnitude depends on the design value of the BIS
eﬀective period). This has important implications in the
retroﬁtting costs, as large-size isolators should be adopted
that can accommodate the required displacements, in addition to considering costly ﬂexible connections for utilities
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(e.g., waterworks, gas ﬁttings, and electrical conduits). In
most cases, this implies a complete refurbishment of the
existing, more rigid pipelines, which signiﬁcantly increases
the overall retroﬁtting costs. In addition, an adequate separation distance between adjacent buildings, also called
seismic joint, must be present in order to prevent mutual
collisions or structural pounding [5]. The latter aspect may
limit the base isolation applications in those cases involving
a limited space between adjacent buildings, as the actual
seismic joint may easily be exceeded by the design displacement of the BIS. Therefore, the goal is to ﬁnd a seismic
protection strategy such that the superstructure will experience little damage, but at the same time, the overall displacement of the structure remains limited to within
a reasonably acceptable threshold, thus not exceeding the
seismic joint. Another problem that is often encountered in
seismic base isolation is the vulnerability to long-period
ground motions that might severely increase the lateral
displacements of the isolators and cause long-lasting vibrations due to the resonance eﬀects [6], in a similar fashion
to high-rise ﬂexible-frame buildings [7, 8].
These shortcomings have motivated the development
of improved versions of the conventional base isolation
scheme. The most straightforward remedy for reducing the
BIS displacement is to increase the isolation damping or to
provide supplemental damping. Although this strategy does
reduce the excessively large displacements in the BIS, it may
increase the interstory drifts and ﬂoor accelerations in the
superstructure [9]. In addition to disturbing occupants, this
may be an issue for nonstructural elements and equipment
that could be of valuable importance in the above mentioned
strategic buildings (e.g., control centers, real-time acquisition data centers, and so on). As an alternative, a hybrid
control strategy combining the conventional base isolation
system with supplemental rotational inertia is proposed in
this paper. In particular, the BIS is coupled with the so-called
tuned-mass-damper-inerter (TMDI). The latter system, by
analogy with the tuned mass damper (TMD) [10], consists of
mass, spring, and damper elements that are installed in series
with a novel type of device, the inerter [11]. Details of this
system will be discussed below.
This paper compares the above two alternative strategies
for the seismic retroﬁtting of existing buildings, namely,
seismic base isolation with supplemental damping versus
seismic base isolation with supplemental rotational inertia.
Optimal tuning parameters of the TMDI are detected within
a probabilistic framework, by considering the stochastic
nature of earthquake ground motions and solving a nonlinear optimization problem. The earthquake ground motion is modelled as a Gaussian process in the frequency
domain through the use of the power spectral density (PSD)
function. The inﬂuence of soil characteristics is investigated
by introducing three PSD functions representatives of ﬁrm,
medium, and soft soil conditions. Based on the optimal
parameters found, a possible implementation scheme with
regard to existing structures is proposed. Some numerical
applications demonstrate advantages and disadvantages of
the two vibration control strategies with regard to the
structural control of existing structures, not only in terms of
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displacement but also in terms of transmitted forces and
other response indicators such as the base shear, the
interstory drifts, and the ﬂoor accelerations, in order to
evaluate the overall performance of these seismic protection
systems.

2. Inerter and Tuned-Mass-Damper-Inerter
(TMDI)
The inerter element was introduced by Smith [11] in 2002 to
complete the force-current analogy between mechanical and
electrical networks. In particular, the inerter has been
proposed as the mechanical counterpart of the capacitor
concept in electrical systems. If u1 and u2 are the displacement coordinates of the two terminals connected by the
inerter, the following relationship holds for the ideal linear
inerter:
F � b u€1 − u€2 ,

(1)

where the constant of proportionality b is called inertance
and has dimensions of mass; thereby, it has been sometimes
termed “apparent mass.” From (1), it is shown that the
internal force of the inerter is proportional to the relative
acceleration of its two terminals, similarly to the damper and
spring elements whose internal force is proportional to the
relative velocity and displacement, respectively.
As schematically shown in Figure 1, the inerter can be
realized through a two-terminal device that consists of
a combined arrangement of a rack, pinions, gears, and
a ﬂywheel. In this ﬁgure, mf is the mass of the ﬂywheel, ri
and rpi denote the radius of gears and pinions, respectively,
rf is the radius of the ﬂywheel, and rpf indicates the radius of
the ﬂywheel pinion. Linear movement of the rack generates
rotational movement in gears and ﬂywheel, and the inertance of this system can be expressed as
b � mf

r2f

n

2

⎝ ri ⎞
⎠,
⎛
2
rpf i�1 r2pi

(2)

where n is the number of gears. Therefore, this system is
based on the concept of rotational inertia. Alternative realizations involve a rotary ball screw and a ﬂywheel to
convert axial movement into rotary displacements. The
inerter has also been employed in the automotive sector
under the name of J-damper for Formula 1 racing car
suspensions [12]. By adjusting the gearing ratios or simply
introducing additional gears, it is possible to attain very high
values of the inertance b, without implying a large amount of
physical mass mf . In principle, any desired value of b can be
obtained with a device of reasonably compact form. Such
mass ampliﬁcation eﬀect is the key feature of this system and
makes it appealing for vibration control purposes: it has been
demonstrated that the apparent mass can be designed to be
orders of magnitude (up to 200 times) higher than the
physical mass of the device. This peculiarity has been
exploited in the context of enhancing the performance of
tuned mass dampers (TMDs). In particular, as sketched in
Figure 2 the TMDI consists of an enhanced version of TMD
(of mass mt , spring stiﬀness kt , and viscous damping ct )
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Figure 1: Schematic model of the inerter with rack and pinion mechanism.
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Figure 2: Sketch of the tuned-mass-damper-inerter (TMDI).

in which an inerter device, schematically represented by its
inertance, is placed in between the TMD mass and the
ground (points 1 and 2). For the above mentioned characteristics, the TMDI can be viewed as a lower mass and
more effective alternative to the traditional TMD, where
the device inertance plays the role of the TMD mass
[13–16]. While very large mass amounts are required for the
TMD to achieve an acceptable vibration reduction, effective
vibration control can be attained by the TMDI with reasonably limited physical mass. Moreover, while the TMD
stroke is usually quite large, the vibration reduction is
attained by the TMDI without implying excessive stroke of
the additional mass.
Besides the optimal design of the TMDI, which is described below in terms of its dynamic characteristics
(stiffness, damping, etc.), there are a few practical considerations related to the functionality of the inerter that deserve commentary. Unlike mechanical networks involving
frequent activity of the rack and pinion mechanism, in
earthquake engineering, it is expected that the inerter actually works just for few seconds, that is, during the seismic
event. The horizontal accelerations transmitted by the
shaking ground during this short time generate resistive
forces in the inerter by accelerating the internal wheels.
However, there may be an issue of backfeeding energy into
the structure when the building begins to slow down, unless
an internal mechanism decouples the rotational mass to

prevent this phenomenon. This energy is certainly transferred from the inerter to the TMD; therefore, an adequate
space in the building is necessary to allow this stroke.
However, this energy is not returned to the superstructure, since the inerter is not directly connected to it, but
just to the TMD mass. There is an additional filter,
consisting of the TMD spring and damper elements,
which significantly reduce this backfeeding energy to the
superstructure at the end of the earthquake. This reduction can be seen by the observation of the time history
of the response at the end of the seismic event (see below).
Further investigation is certainly needed to carefully
analyze these phenomena in more detail, which is beyond
the main scope of this paper.

3. Base Isolation with Supplemental Rotational
Inertia via TMDI
In the context of hybrid control strategies, applications of
BIS in conjunction with a TMD attached immediately above
or below the isolation floor of the building have been extensively discussed in the literature [17–20]. It has been
found that by attaching a TMD to the BIS, a certain reduction of the displacement demand of a base-isolated
structure is achieved, depending on the TMD mass. Conversely, applications of inerter-based devices in the context
of base-isolated structures are really few [21–25]. To the
authors’ best knowledge, the dynamic layout of the BIS
coupled with the TMDI has never been studied in the literature as a seismic retrofitting strategy of existing structures, which constitutes the main novelty of the present
research work. In particular, a practical implementation of
this strategy is here proposed via the use of two sets of
isolators. Besides the conventional isolators, an auxiliary set
of medium-to-high damping isolators are located underneath the structure; the latter playing the role of damper
and spring elements of the TMD. Another important aspect
that has never been presented in previous studies is the
optimal design of this combined BIS + TMDI system and,
above all, the influence of the soil conditions on the tuning
parameters, which is here dealt with within a wide parametric study. Due to the stochastic nature of earthquake
ground motions, such optimal parameters of the TMDI are
sought within a probabilistic framework by minimization of
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Figure 3: Sketch of base-isolated structural SDOF with attached TMD (a) and with attached TMDI (b).

the displacement variance. Furthermore, the performance of
this system is assessed in terms of a variety of response
indicators that are useful and of practical importance for
design engineers, such as the base shear, interstory drifts,
and floor accelerations.
Due to the proportionality of the generated force of the
inerter to the relative acceleration of its two terminals as per
(1), this element can easily be incorporated into the equations of motion as the inertance will only appear in the mass
matrix. In particular, reference is made to the simple sketch
shown in Figure 3, wherein a single degree of freedom
(SDOF) structural system is base isolated and equipped with
a TMDI attached to the isolation level. The three degrees of
freedom (DOFs) are the BIS displacement ub relative to the
ground, the superstructure displacement usr relative to the
BIS, and the TMDI displacement ut relative to the ground.
Linear dynamical systems are considered with an equivalent
linear viscous damping idealization for BIS, TMDI, and
superstructure. The equations of motion of this simplified
3-DOF system subject to a ground motion base acceleration
u€g (t) read
with

€ + Cu(t)
_ + Ku(t)  −τ u€g (t),
Mu(t)

(3)

1
1
0



0 ;
M   1 1 + μb
0
0
μt + βt

C  

2ζ s ωs
0
0

ω2s

0

0

−2ζ t ωt μet

2ζ t ωt μet


2ζ b ωb μb + 2ζ t ωt μet −2ζ t ωt μet ;

0
0


2
2

K   0 ωb μb + ωt μet −ω2t μet ;
0
−ω2t μet
ω2t μet

(4)

1


τ   1 + μb ;
μt

usr (t)


u   ub (t) ,
ut (t)
and where the following positions in terms of frequency,
damping, and mass ratios of the three subsystems are
introduced:
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wherein bt and βt represent the TMDI inertance and the
inertance ratio, respectively, while met is the eﬀective mass of
the TMDI that incorporates both the physical mass mt and the
apparent mass bt (i.e., related to the rotary inertia as explained
above). The limit case of a base-isolated structure with attached
TMD (Figure 3(a)) may be retrieved by assuming bt � 0. The
inertance ratio βt multiplies the relative acceleration between
points 1 and 2, which coincides with u€t . We point out that
while the inertial forces in the TMDI are associated with the
eﬀective mass ratio μet , the earthquake-induced accelerations
on the right-hand side of (3) multiply the physical mass ratio μt
only (see the τ vector in (4)). Therefore, due to the peculiar
format of (4), increasing the inertance βt is more beneﬁcial than
increasing the TMD mass μt because it selectively raises the
TMDI inertia properties without increasing the corresponding
seismic force to which the device is subject. This is an extremely
important consideration for limiting the TMDI stroke, as
demonstrated and quantiﬁed below.

4. Displacement Demand in Base-Isolated
Structures
In many existing structures the actual seismic joint is insuﬃcient or nonexisting. Indeed, although modern codes

such as Eurocode 8 [26] prescribe a minimum seismic separation distance between adjacent buildings, large sections of
cities in seismically active regions were constructed before
such requirements were introduced [5]. This problem is really
important for strategic buildings in which during strong
earthquake pounding damage caused to both structural and
nonstructural components may have dramatic social and civil
consequences. Moreover, in big and highly populated cities
and metropolitan areas in which the cost of land is very high,
buildings that are nearly in contact with each other, therefore
prone to pounding damage, are frequent.
In order to mitigate the earthquake-induced damage
to such buildings, the strategy of seismic base isolation
has been widely adopted. Nevertheless, while reducing the
forces in the superstructure, there is an issue when the
seismic joint is quite limited, as in the cases mentioned
above. Indeed, the vibration control is achieved by providing ﬂexibility at the base of the structure such that the
overall displacement of the base-isolated structure may
also exceed the maximum admissible displacement resulting
from the actual seismic joint. Just to ﬁx the concepts, we
suppose that the actual seismic joint is a fraction of the
total height of the building H, for example, H/100. In
Figure 4, we extremely simplify the concept of displacement demand of a base-isolated structure, and we present
three diﬀerent situations. The ﬁrst one (Figure 4(a))
concerns a typical BIS having conventional parameters of
natural period and damping ratio: in this case, the BIS
displacement ub may be higher than the admissible seismic
joint, which may lead to pounding damage under a strong
earthquake. In the second situation (Figure 4(b)), the BIS
period is not so high, which means that the ﬂexibility of the
isolators is reduced. Although this may in turn reduce the
BIS displacement ub so as to be lower than the seismic
joint, the eﬀectiveness of the vibration control achieved by
the BIS decreases because of the reduced period, which
implies higher forces and displacements transmitted to the
superstructure. As a matter of fact, this seismic protection
system is not convenient, and the displacements of the
superstructure (e.g., the last ﬂoor displacement uslf ) may
also exceed the seismic joint. The third and ﬁnal case
depicted in Figure 4(c) is related to a BIS endowed with
high damping features (e.g., high-damping rubber-bearing
isolators or high-performance lead rubber bearings). In
this situation, the displacements of both the BIS and the
superstructure are quite limited and may be lower than the
seismic joint. Nevertheless, increasing the BIS damping
may be detrimental for the superstructure response in
terms of interstory drifts and ﬂoor accelerations, which are
of great importance for nonstructural components and
equipment present in the building, in addition to disturbing occupants [9]. Therefore, it seems that the conventional BIS alone is not capable of achieving an eﬀective
seismic protection and structural control of the building
along with guaranteeing quite limited displacements for
existing structures having limited seismic joint. As clariﬁed below, enhancing the BIS with the supplemental rotational inertia via the concept of the TMDI could be
a viable solution to this problem.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the displacement demand in base-isolated structures: (a) conventional BIS with medium damping;
(b) low-period BIS with medium damping; (c) high-damping BIS.

5. Optimal Design of the TMDI and Tuning
Procedure
The selection of the BIS parameters follows the conventional
rules for seismic base isolation [1]; for instance, the natural
period of the BIS is assumed to be 5 − 10 times higher than
that of the fixed-base structure in order to achieve an effective vibration isolation. Conversely, the design of the
TMDI is not straightforward as the dynamic parameters of
the TMDI should be tuned such that the best vibration
control is attained. An optimization problem is set up for
this purpose. The optimization procedure here proposed
resembles tuning procedures for TMD-based control
strategies [10, 20, 27, 44], wherein some parameters are the
free design variables sought in the optimization problem,
while other parameters are supposed known.
The TMDI is characterized by four parameters in the
most general case, namely, μt , βt , ωt , and ζ t . Among these

four parameters, the approach pursued in this paper is to
find the best frequency ratio ]t  ωt /ωb and the best TMDI
damping ratio ζ t for fixed effective mass ratio μet  μt + βt ,
which is similar to other research contributions dealing with
inerter-based devices in broad terms [14, 15]. Indeed, the
effective mass ratio μet can be designed according to mechanical considerations, that is, via the selection of a flywheel
mass μt and an inertance ratio βt arising from (2) and Figure 1.
For a given μet , the optimal couple (]t , ζ t ) is sought that
minimizes an objective function or performance index. Such
a performance index, being a representative measure of the
system response, is chosen via a stochastic dynamic analysis
of the system, thus accounting for the stochastic nature of
the earthquake ground motion as described below.
5.1. Earthquake Input Representation. Owing to the stochastic nature of earthquake ground motion [28], the base
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Table 1: Filter parameters depending on soil conditions (Der Kiureghian and Neuenhofer [37]).
Soil type

ωg (rad/s)

ζg

ωf (rad/s)

ζf

Firm
Medium
Soft

15.0
10.0
5.0

0.6
0.4
0.2

1.5
1.0
0.5

0.6
0.6
0.6

Süg(ϖ ,t) (m2/s3)

Süg(ϖ ,t) (m2/s3)

Süg(ϖ ,t) (m2/s3)

0.06

0.12

0.36

0.04

0.08

0.24

0.02

0.04

0.12

0
30

0
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t (s)
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0
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1 2
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(b)
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Figure 5: Evolutionary PSD function as per (6) for three soil conditions: (a) firm; (b) medium; (c) soft.

acceleration u€g (t) entering (3) is assumed as a random
process, more specifically, a quasi-stationary (uniformly
modulated) Gaussian zero-mean stochastic process described by the two-sided evolutionary PSD function [29, 30]:
Su€g (ω, t)  |φ(t)|2 S(ω).

(6)

The time-modulating function by Hsu and Bernard
[31] is adopted:
φ(t)  a1 t exp −a2 t,

(7)

in which the two constants have been set as a1  0.45 s−1 and
a2  1/6 s−1 in accordance with statistical studies regarding
the general class of accelerograms recorded during the San
Fernando, California, earthquake [32].
In order to investigate the influence of soil characteristics in
terms of frequency content, a filtered Gaussian white-noise
process is considered for the stationary PSD function S(ω)
entering (6) [33]. The widely used Kanai-Tajimi filter model
[34, 35] is employed with a second filter in series as proposed by
Clough and Penzien [32] in order to overcome the unrealistically high values of the PSD in the low-frequency regime:
S(ω) 

ω4g + 4ζ 2g ω2g ω2

ω4

ω2g − ω2  + 4ζ 2g ω2g ω2 ω2 − ω2  + 4ζ 2 ω2 ω2
f f
f
2

2

Sw ,
(8)

where ωg and ζ g are the fundamental circular frequency and
damping ratio of the surface soil deposits, respectively, and
ωf and ζ f represent the additional Clough–Penzien filter
parameters that control suppression of the low frequencies
allowed by the Kanai–Tajimi spectrum. The Sw parameter in
(8), describing the amplitude of the bedrock excitation
spectrum modelled as a white-noise process, can be related
to the peak ground acceleration (PGA) u€g0 according to the
formula [36]:

Sw 

0.141ζ g u€2g0
 .
ωg 1 + 4ζ 2g

(9)

Filter parameters ωg , ζ g , ωf , and ζ f should be appropriately selected depending on the soil condition being
considered. Herein, we assume deterministic values of the
filter parameters that are related to the soil stiffness according
to the study by Der Kiureghian and Neuenhofer [37]. The
relevant values for firm, medium, and soft soil conditions are
reported in Table 1. In Figure 5, the corresponding evolutionary PSD function is plotted for the three analyzed soil
conditions, by assuming a PGA equal to u€g0  0.3g. Reasonable PSD shapes result from the assumed filter parameters:
for instance, the PSD for the soft soil produces a relatively
narrow-band process with a predominant period of approximately 1.25 s, which might be representative of deep
alluvium sites such as parts of Mexico City, whereas the
spectral shape for the firm ground is broadband and contains
significant contributions from higher frequencies.
5.2. Objective Function and Numerical Algorithm. Optimum
design of the novel vibration control system is based on the
stochastic response of the 3-DOF system due to the PSD
function (8), thus relying on a probabilistic framework. With
reference to the simplified 3-DOF system sketched in Figure
3, a representative measure of the system response is the
variance of the displacement of the structural SDOF relative
to the ground, that is, of the variable us  usr + ub . Therefore,
the objective function (OF) to minimize is
OF  σ 2us  Eu2s   σ 2usr + σ 2ub + 2σ usr ub .

It will be demonstrated that minimizing σ 2us

(10)

has a twofold
effect, namely, reducing the displacement in the BIS ub and
lowering the relative displacement between the superstructure and the BIS usr .
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Figure 6: Optimal TMDI tuning for firm soil conditions: (a) minimum OF achieved, normalized with respect to the case without TMDI;
(b) optimal frequency ratio; (c) optimal damping ratio.
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Figure 7: Optimal TMDI tuning for medium soil conditions: (a) minimum OF achieved, normalized with respect to the case without TMDI;
(b) optimal frequency ratio; (c) optimal damping ratio.

The optimization problem dealt with in this paper is
handled via a numerical search algorithm, through the builtin MATLAB fmincon function, which is a nonlinear
program solver (adopting the interior-point algorithm) with
embedded constraint functions for the sought TMDI tuning
variables x  []t , ζ t ]. The lower bound and upper bound
vectors are assumed as (in MATLAB vector notation) xlb 
[0.10, 0.01] and xub  [2.00, 1.00]. The tuning variables ]t
and ζ t span their allowed ranges with an increment of 10−7
and the tolerance on the achieved minimum OF is 10−7 . In
mathematical terms, the following nonlinear constrained
single-objective multivariable optimization problem is to be
solved:
min
x

σ 2us (x)

such that

xlb ≤ x ≤ xub .

(11)

5.3. Parametric Study. The optimal design of the TMDI to
achieve a reduction of the displacement demand in a baseisolated structure is discussed here. A wide parametric study
is carried out, wherein the main investigated parameters are
(1) the soil condition (firm, medium, soft type, and the

white-noise process as an extremely broadband frequency
content); (2) the physical mass ratio μt ; (3) the inertance
(or apparent mass) ratio βt ; and (4) the BIS damping ratio ζ b .
The damping ratio of the structural SDOF is assumed as
ζ s  0.02, which is a rather typical value if limited damage is
expected in the superstructure. Moreover, an isolation ratio
in terms of frequency ratio ]b  ωb /ωs  0.2 and a mass ratio
μb  0.2 have been assumed throughout.
In Figures 6–9, the optimal TMDI parameters are shown
for firm, medium, soft soil conditions, and for a white-noise
(broadband) earthquake input. A value of ζ b  0.2 is here
assumed, as the influence of ζ b is analyzed later. For practical
purposes, the minimum achieved σ 2us value is shown normalized with respect to the case without TMDI, that is, the
displacement variance of the structural SDOF in a conventional base isolation scheme σ 2us0 . As a result, values of the
σ 2us /σ 2us0 ratio lower than the unity means that the proposed
control strategy is effective in the displacement reduction,
with (1 − σ 2us /σ 2us0 ) × 100 being a percentage measure of such
reduction. The design graphs also include the limit case of
the TMD in place of the TMDI for a zero value of the
inertance ratio, that is, βt  0. Three different values of the μt
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Figure 8: Optimal TMDI tuning for soft soil conditions: (a) minimum OF achieved, normalized with respect to the case without TMDI;
(b) optimal frequency ratio; (c) optimal damping ratio.
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Figure 9: Optimal TMDI tuning for white-noise assumption for the earthquake: (a) minimum OF achieved, normalized with respect to the
case without TMDI; (b) optimal frequency ratio; (c) optimal damping ratio.

ratio are shown, namely μt  0.01 that is representative of
a small-mass flywheel device as shown in Figure 2, μt  0.1
that is relevant to a conventional TMD system, and μt  0.4
representing a nonconventional TMD that exploits masses
already present in the system [15, 38].
By inspection of the OF achieved, the TMDI appears to
be very effective in the displacement reduction of the baseisolated structure. In particular, depending on the soil
conditions, a 60–70% reduction of the displacement variance
is achieved with an inertance ratio βt  0.4, whereas the
displacement reduction attained by a nonconventional TMD
having μt  0.4 is slightly lower (cf. the values at the intersection with the vertical axis, limit case βt  0). However,
we stress that high values of the inertance ratio βt can be
accomplished without increasing the inerter’s physical mass,
but rather via the adjustment of the gearing ratios (or simply
by setting two or more flywheels in series [16]). This means
that high vibration control performance can be achieved by
the TMDI without resorting to excessively large secondary
mass, as implied in the nonconventional TMD. In other
words, the TMDI outperforms the classical TMD as it

exploits the light-weight features of the conventional TMD,
with the effectiveness of the nonconventional TMD [15].
The optimal TMDI parameters ]t opt and ζ t opt are significantly affected by the physical mass μt and by the
inertance ratio βt . Generally speaking, for all the soil conditions, ]t opt decreases with increasing μt and with increasing βt . Conversely, the optimal damping ratio ζ t opt
follows an opposite different trend, that is, it increases with
both increasing physical mass and/or apparent mass. The
influence of the soil condition is considerable: the soil
stiffness leads to higher frequency ratios ]t opt and lower
damping ratios ζ t opt , and this variability turns out to be more
important when high values of μt or βt are considered.
Interestingly, the optimal parameters found under the
white-noise assumption are nearly similar to those obtained
for soft soil conditions. Finally, the vibration control performance of the system reduces when passing from firm to
soft soil conditions; this is consistent with the expectations,
as the soft soil condition leads to a predominance of longperiod components (such as that obtained in Mexico City).
The assembled base-isolated system is rather vulnerable to
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Figure 10: Optimal TMDI design for different BIS damping ratios and soil conditions: (a) minimum OF achieved, normalized with respect
to the case without TMDI; (b) optimal frequency ratio; (c) damping ratio.
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Figure 11: Optimal TMDI design for different BIS damping ratios and soil conditions: (a) normalized total acceleration variance and
(b) normalized TMDI displacement variance, representative of the TMDI stroke.

earthquake excitations whose frequency content is concentrated in the long-period range [6].
The influence of the BIS damping ratio ζ b is investigated
in Figures 10 and 11. Two ζ b values are analyzed, namely,
ζ b  0.1, representative of low-damping rubber bearings
(LDRBs), and ζ b  0.3, typical of high-damping rubber
bearing (HDRB) as well as of lead rubber bearings (LRBs). In
accordance with other literature findings related to TMDbased systems [18], it is found that the effectiveness of the
TMDI increases when low-damping isolation bearings are
addressed (cf. Figure 10(a)). For instance, adopting βt  0.2
the reduction of the displacement variance is more than
doubled in passing from ζ b  0.3 to ζ b  0.1, regardless of
the soil condition (cf. Figure 10(a)).
Furthermore, this reduction is not confined to the
displacement variance. In Figure 11, we also report the
superstructure total acceleration variance, computed as
σ 2u€s tot  E[u€2s tot ]  4ζ 2s ω2s σ 2u_sr + ω4s σ 2usr , and the variance of the
TMDI displacement σ 2ut characterizing the so-called TMDI
stroke. Normalization of these quantities is again performed.

The TMDI displacement variance, shown in a semilog plot
for improved readability, is divided by the BIS displacement
variance in the uncontrolled case σ 2ub0 . To make the results
more evident, a thicker solid horizontal line is drawn at
a unitary value of the normalized TMDI stroke to distinguish
between amplification and reduction as compared to the
conventional base isolation scheme.
It can be noted that the reduction of the superstructure
acceleration is improved when low-damping isolators are
employed (Figure 11(a)). Similar effects are observed with
regard to the TMDI stroke: the displacement of the secondary mass is more effectively controlled for low-damping
BIS because the range of displacement reduction widens
when lowering the ζ b value, and the attained σ 2ut value
decreases accordingly (Figure 11(b)). It seems that the
inertance ratio should be set such that βt > 0.3 in order to
achieve an effective vibration control of the base-isolated
structure (in terms of displacements and accelerations)
without implying a large TMDI stroke. Looking at the
obtained graphs, βt  0.4 seems to be a reasonable inertance
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ratio for design purposes. All the aspects discussed in this
parametric study are of extreme importance for a practical
implementation of this system into existing structures, as
will be clariﬁed in the following sections.

6. Implementation of the Proposed System into
Existing Structures
The optimal tuning of the system discussed in Section 5 is the
starting point for a practical implementation of the proposed
system into existing structures, which is the main goal of this
research work. The analysis is here extended to multidegree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems like multistory buildings. To this aim, the superstructure DOF is meant as the
fundamental mode of vibration of the superstructure. More
importantly, a possible strategy of implementation into
existing structures comprising an additional set of isolators
to attach the inerter to the structure is presented here. The
aspects discussed in Section 5.3 are brieﬂy summarized here.
It has been found that the for ﬁrm soil conditions, the
optimal TMDI frequency should be higher than that for the
soft soil conditions. On the contrary, it seems that the
optimal TMDI damping ratio is lower for the ﬁrm soil
conditions than that for the soft soil conditions. The inﬂuence of the soil condition on the TMDI optimal design is
more pronounced for high values of μt or βt . Moreover, an
inertance ratio at least βt � 0.35 − 0.4 is essential for keeping
the TMDI stroke limited.
For a possible implementation strategy of this system
into existing structures, we now approach the problem of
designing the base isolation system from a diﬀerent perspective. The elastic and damping properties of the TMDI
system, kt and ct , may be meant as the eﬀective stiﬀness and
equivalent viscous damping ratio of an auxiliary set of
isolators acting in parallel with the conventional isolators;
the latter is featured by corresponding kb and cb , as
sketched in Figure 12. The only diﬀerence between these
two groups of isolators is that the auxiliary isolators are
equipped with an inerter device, which connects them to
the ground. Therefore, this model idealization represents
an enhanced base-isolation system with a particular arrangement of conventional isolators, auxiliary isolators,
and inerter. This schematic arrangement is a possible
implementation strategy of the proposed system into
existing structures. In this way, the inerter can easily be
connected to the structure via the auxiliary isolators and
a sliding device. The mass mt comprises the ﬂywheel mass
and the mass of the rigid element that connects the auxiliary isolators with each other, for example, a basement
subunit. On the basis of the optimal TMDI parameters
found in Section 5.3, the auxiliary isolators should be more
ﬂexible (ωt opt ≈ 0.35ωb ) and should have more inherent
damping (ζ t opt ≈ 0.2 − 0.3) than the conventional isolators,
in order for the proposed system to perform at its best.
Based on these considerations, a new strategy of seismic
retroﬁtting of existing structures is proposed in this paper
that consists in a combination of low-damping conventional isolators, for example, ζ b ≈ 0.1, in parallel with
medium-to-high damping ﬂexible auxiliary isolators, for
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Figure 12: Schematic arrangement of the proposed base isolation
system comprising two sets of isolators to attach the inerter to the
structure.

example, ζ t ≈ 0.1, the latter installed in conjunction with an
inerter device having inertance ratio around βt � 0.4.
To summarize the basic steps of a schematic seismic
retroﬁtting procedure via the proposed system discussed
above, in Figure 13 a conceptual ﬂowchart is elaborated.
Obviously, this ﬂowchart is an extremely simpliﬁed idealization of the several complex design stages for a real
seismic retroﬁtting procedure. A series of bullet points
highlight the main procedural steps in a schematic way.
Once a given existing structure is characterized in terms of
dynamic properties, soil conditions, and importance factor,
the design of the retroﬁtting system is normally based on
constraints such as a limited seismic joint or the presence of
adjacent buildings. First, the set of conventional isolators is
designed. As a second step, the properties of the inerter
device are chosen on the basis of an expected value of the
performance index, which is in turn related to the desired
level of vibration reduction to achieve. For given properties
of the inerter device in terms of mass and rotational inertia
(inertance), the set of auxiliary isolators are designed on the
basis of the design graphs discussed in Section 5.3. An
overall check of the entire system should be made via timehistory linear or nonlinear analyses employing design
earthquakes that are relevant to the installation site, soil
conditions, and importance factor of the building. The
veriﬁcation is made with respect to both displacements and
stress in the superstructure. Unsatisfactory displacement
reduction (e.g., it is found that the displacements still
exceed the seismic joint) may be faced via increasing the
inertance properties (mass and rotational inertia), whereas
the presence of high stresses in the superstructure
(e.g., bending moments, tensile forces, ﬂoor accelerations
for sensitive equipment, and so forth) can be avoided
through a global amendment of the base isolation system as
a whole, including the dynamic characteristics of conventional isolators and the resulting properties of auxiliary
isolators and the inerter.

7. Base Isolation with Supplemental Damping
versus Supplemental Rotational Inertia
In line with the conceptual ﬂowchart introduced in Figure
13, in this section, we check the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
seismic retroﬁtting procedure via time-history analyses. Two
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Input data of the existing structure
Seismic
retroﬁtting

• Dynamic properties: mass, damping, and stiﬀness: matrices: Ms, Cs, Ks
• Soil conditions (ﬁrm soil, soft deposits, etc.)
• Seismic joint or maximum admissible displacement s (e.g., s =H/100)
• Constraints (e.g., adjacent buildings and presence of sensitive equipment)?
• Importance factor of the building → desired level of seismic protection

Design Of Conventional Set Of Isolators
• Modal analysis of the ﬁxed-base structure → compute T1
• Select a Tb/T1 ratio (e.g., 5–10) depending on constraints and importance factor
• Select a ζb ratio (assume low damping, e.g., ζb = 0.1, as a preliminary choice)

Design of the inerter device
• Based on the building importance factor (desired level of seismic protection), select
the ideal values of mt and bt via the design graphs of the performance index

Design of auxiliary set of isolators
• Select a ωt/ωb ratio based on the design graphs from the optimization problem
• Select a ζt damping ratio based on the design graphs from the optimization problem

Time history analysis and veriﬁcation
• Check the level of vibration reduction via time-domain (linear and/or nonlinear)
analyses with design earthquake ground motions
• Check the feasibility and cost-eﬀectiveness of the system in terms of TMDI stroke

Increase the inertance bt
and/or the mass mt

No

check for displacements
us max < s
Yes

Increase the isolation ratio of the
conventional isolators Tb/T1
Increase the damping ratio ζb

No

check for stress
in the super structure

Yes

EXIT

Figure 13: Conceptual ﬂowchart of a seismic retroﬁtting procedure based on the proposed system of Figure 12.

diﬀerent strategies are analyzed and compared, namely, the
seismic base isolation with supplemental damping, and the
seismic base isolation with supplemental rotational inertia
by means of the TMDI. A third vibration control system
combining the seismic base isolation with an attached TMD
is also discussed as the limit case of the TMDI for a zero
value of inertance, that is, by setting bt � 0.
7.1. Numerical Application. The existing structure is a ﬁvestory reinforced concrete (RC) building. For simplicity, we
assume that the building is symmetric in plan, so that it can
be analyzed through the equivalent planar frame depicted

in Figure 14. Obviously, un-symmetric plan buildings are
more realistically found as existing structures, which requires a 3D model instead of a planar frame. However the
aim of this paper is just to present and compare diﬀerent
seismic retroﬁtting strategies; therefore, a quite simple
structure and a planar model are not expected to majorly
prejudice the generality of the discussion.
According to Eurocode 8 requirements [39], information for structural assessment should be collected
from original outline construction drawings, survey, in situ
inspection, in situ testing via destructive- and/or nondestructive tests, and so forth. Geometric data regarding
cross-sectional properties of beam and column elements
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Figure 14: Five-story RC building with the seismic protection system proposed in this paper (all dimensions in m).

are reported in Figure 14. We assume that bay width L and
column height H are constant at every story, with L  4.5m
and H  3.2m. The elastic modulus of the material is E 
26,000 MN/m2 [40]. The second-moment of the crosssectional area is computed according to the column and
beam sections reported in Figure 14. A static condensation
method is applied in order to eliminate the (zero-mass) rotational DOFs [41]. With axial deformations in beams and
columns neglected, the frame has 35 DOFs, with 5 dynamic
DOFs represented by the displacements of the 5 stories
relative to the BIS. The mass of the superstructure is thus
lumped at the floor level, with ms j  60,000kg denoting the
mass for the first 4 floors (j  1, . . . , 4), and ms5  50,000kg
for the fifth floor. Considering the importance factor of the
building, the actual seismic joint, and the presence of nonstructural equipment, the following constraints should
be met:
maximum displacement(or drift index) us max < s
with s 

H
 0.16 m,
100

maximum interstory drift index

Δh
H

 0.30% ⟶ Δh < 0.0096 m,

maximum floor acceleration u€s max < 0.2 g.

(12)

In a seismic retrofitting procedure, the description of the
seismic motion may be made by using artificial accelerograms and recorded or simulated accelerograms [25] that are

consistent with the soil characteristics of the installation site.
In this paper, artificial samples are generated in accordance
with the evolutionary PSD function defined in (6) by means
of the superposition of N harmonic waves through the
spectral representation method [42]:
√ N−1 
u€(r)
2S(iΔω)Δω cosiΔωt + ϕ(r)
g (t)  φ(t) 2 ∑
i ,
i0

(13)

where ϕ(r)
are the independent random phases uniformly
i
distributed over the interval [0, 2π], Δω  ωc /N with ωc
being the upper cutoff frequency beyond which S(ω) ≈ 0.
We assume that the building is installed in firm soil
conditions. According to the Monte Carlo method, an ensemble of 100 artificial uniformly modulated accelerograms
is generated from the firm-soil evolutionary PSD function
presented in Section 5.1 (time duration of 30s and PGA
equal to u€g0  0.2 g are assumed). Time-history analyses are
carried out via direct integration of the equations of motion,
and the relevant statistics of the structural response are
evaluated by averaging the results.
Following the conceptual flowchart of Figure 13, once
the input data of the existing structure are established, the
modal analysis of the fixed-base structure is carried out,
which leads to the determination of the natural periods
Tsi [s ]  [0.501, 0.189, 0.112, 0.079, 0.056] and the participating mass ratios ϵsi [% ]  [81.77, 10.67, 3.96, 2.55, 1.04].
From Figure 14, the base isolation system relevant to the
planar frame under study is composed of an ensemble of 6
isolators, two of which (the so-called auxiliary isolators) are
smaller in size (i.e., more flexible) and equipped with rotational inertia via an inerter device. The basement mass is
set as mb  50,000kg, hence resulting in a mass ratio
μb ≃ 0.17. As a preliminary choice, we assume an effective
period of the conventional isolators Teff  2 s and an
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Table 2: Seismic retroﬁtting strategies analyzed and compared in this study and optimal parameters.

Seismic retroﬁtting label
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Seismic protection strategy
Conventional BIS
BIS with rotational inertia (TMDI)
BIS with TMD
BIS with supplemental damping
BIS with supplemental damping

equivalent viscous damping ratio ζ b � 0.1, which implies the
use of low-damping rubber bearings in line with the previous remarks. Note
that Teff is related to ωb via the ex������
pression Teff � Tb 1 + μ−1
b with Tb � 2π/ωb , which is due
to the deﬁnition of ωb made in (5). Based on the design
graphs developed in Section 5.3, the inerter is designed
such that βt � 0.4 and μt � 0.01. Considering the total mass
of the superstructure, this implies that mt � 2900kg and
bt � 116, 000kg. The damping coeﬃcients of the superstructure are assumed to be stiﬀness-proportional (“classically damped system”) with ζ si � 0.02 with i � 1, . . . , 5. All
these data serve to detect the optimal frequency and
damping ratio of the TMDI via the design graphs developed
in Section 5.3. The following optimal parameters are found:
ωt opt � 2.502 rad/s and ζ t opt � 0.256. For comparison purposes, the base isolation system with attached TMD is also
studied by assuming βt � 0 and μt � 0.1, and the optimal
parameters found are ωt opt � 2.713 rad/s and ζ t opt � 0.135.
Alternative seismic retroﬁtting strategies investigated below
are the conventional base isolation system (without TMDI
system) equipped with supplemental damping instead of
rotational inertia. To this aim, we have considered increasing
values of the BIS damping ratio, namely, ζ b � 0.3 and
ζ b � 0.4. Overall, ﬁve diﬀerent seismic retroﬁtting strategies
are analyzed as summarized in Table 2.
The results from 100 time-history analyses (each relevant
to a given accelerograms) are averaged to obtain the mean
root-mean-square (RMS) values and the mean maximum
(MAX) values of a few representative response indicators
that are reported in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. A selection
of response indicators that are useful and of practical importance for design engineers is computed for the ﬁve
retroﬁtting systems, including the last-ﬂoor displacement
us5 , the second interstory drift Δus2 � us2 − us1 , the fourth
ﬂoor acceleration u€s4 , the base shear Vb � ∑i ω2si c2si dsi , the
superstructure kinetic energy Ts � 1/2u_ Ts Ms u_ s , the superstructure elastic strain energy Es � 1/2uTsr Ks usr , the BIS
displacement ub , and the TMDI/TMD stroke ut . In this way,
an overall assessment of the performance of each seismic
retroﬁtting strategy is made for a consistent comparison.
Percentage of reductions achieved as compared to the
conventional base isolation scheme (reference solution) is
reported in brackets: a negative value indicates reduction
and a positive one means ampliﬁcation. By inspection of the
Table 3 and Table 4, it is found that the best seismic retroﬁtting strategy is the BIS with supplemental rotational
inertia (TMDI) that achieves an excellent level of vibration
reduction, not only in terms of displacement demand of the
base isolation system (with reductions of almost 55% for the

ζb
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4

Teff (s)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

ζt
—
0.256
0.135
—
—

ωt (rad/s)
—
2.502
2.713
—
—

RMS values and of 43% for the MAX values) but also with
regard to all the other response indicators of the superstructure. For example, the kinetic energy is brought down
of about 75% and 60% when the RMS and MAX values are
considered, respectively. Similar considerations may be
drawn for the base shear, with reductions of 53% and 38%.
Such performance of the system #2 is achieved without
requiring large physical mass and without implying excessively large TMDI strokes: indeed, the displacements of the
auxiliary isolators are reduced of around 26% and 15% (RMS
and MAX values, resp.) as compared to the displacement of
the conventional BIS in the uncontrolled case ub0 , which
makes the proposed system very convenient for practical
applications. Conversely, if the BIS is combined with a TMD
(system #3), the vibration reductions of all the response indicators are considerably lower than those of the previous case
with the TMDI. Additionally, the vibration control is accomplished at the expense of very large TMD strokes, with
values of ut even higher (not lower) than 100% in comparison
with the BIS displacement ub0 of the uncontrolled case
(maximum displacement achieved is 48cm). This means that
a large space in the building should be devoted to the TMD in
order to accommodate the displacement demand of this
secondary mass. This makes the diﬀerence between a passive
vibration control system equipped with large mass and a one
endowed with large rotational inertia (inertance), with the
latter selectively raising the inertia properties without amplifying the corresponding seismic force to which the device is
subject, but rather suppressing the level of ground shaking.
Additionally, it is reasonably expected that using an inerter
with large inertance ratios is by far cheaper than employing
a TMD with very large mass amounts. This aspect may have
important implications in the potential construction costs of
these two alternative systems. Finally, the analysis of the
results achieved by the systems #4 and #5, namely, the BIS
with supplemental damping, reveals a poorer performance
than system #2 in terms of RMS and MAX values and with
regard to all the analyzed response indicators despite the very
high values of damping ratios adopted. For instance, the
second interstory drift is reduced to around 40% and 28%
(RMS and MAX values, resp.) as compared to the conventional BIS, while system #2 with rotational inertia attains
a reduction of 52% and 37%.
In Figures 15(a) and 15(b), two arbitrary time histories of
the last-ﬂoor displacement response (picked out from the
100 time-history responses for the 50th and 100th ground
motion of the ensemble) are illustrated. These plots reveal
that in order for the TMD/TMDI to be fully eﬀective, the
seismic input energy should penetrate into the system
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Figure 15: Time-history response of the RC building shown in Figure 14 subject to two arbitrary artificial accelerograms: (a, b) last-floor
displacement; (c, d) secondary system (BIS, TMDI, TMD) displacement.

gradually so that there is time for transfer of energy from the
base-isolated structure to the secondary system, which was
also observed in [18]. This implies that the effectiveness of
the TMDI can be jeopardized if the accelerogram has a high
impulsive content in the first instants of motion [15]. Also
reported in Figures 15(c) and 15(d) are the displacements of
the secondary mass (TMD, TMDI). It is seen that the TMD
displacements may be disproportionately large, exceeding
the maximum displacement of the BIS in the uncontrolled
case. On the contrary, the displacements of the TMDI are
reasonably limited.
One possible drawback of the proposed system with
rotational inertia could be the generated force, which is
proportional to the relative acceleration. To assess the incidence of this force, in Figure 16 for the same two accelerograms discussed above, we display the time histories of
the reactive forces generated in the system. In particular, we
compare the damping force in the conventional isolators,
computed as F  cb u_ b , with the reactive force in the inerterbased device, computed as F  bt u€t . It is found that the latter
force is higher than the damping force of a low-damping
system of isolators with ζ b  0.1 but is roughly comparable

to the damping force exerted in the system #5, that is, the BIS
with supplemental damping, which however yields a poorer
vibration reduction according to Tables 3 and 4. Considering
this fact, it is more convenient to adopt a seismic retrofitting
strategy with BIS coupled with rotational inertia rather than
supplemental damping. However, it is important that all the
elements that connect the inerter device to the structure
must resist the forces arising from the above calculation, and
therefore, the use of stiff supports is highly recommended.
The verification procedure of the constraints listed in
(12) is carried out in a graphical way in Figure 17. In particular, the average maximum distribution profiles of the
horizontal displacements, the inerstory drift index, and the
floor accelerations are shown along the height of the
building and compared to the threshold values indicated in
(12), which are reported as a thicker solid line. As expected,
while the displacement constraint is met by the fixed-base
building, the conditions on the interstory drift and floor
acceleration are largely exceeded. This means that an
earthquake protection system should be adopted. The
conventional BIS (with low-damping ζ b  0.1) violates
the conditions on displacements and floor accelerations.
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Table 3: List of results considering average RMS values of response indicators (Monte Carlo method with 100 artiﬁcial samples).

Seismic retroﬁtting
strategy
#1. Conventional
BIS
(reference solution)
#2. BIS with
rotational
inertia (TMDI)
#3. BIS with TMD
#4. BIS with
supplemental
damping
#5. BIS with
supplemental
damping

Last-ﬂoor
displacement
us5 (m) · 10−2

Superstructure-related response indicators
2nd interstory
4th ﬂoor
Base
Kinetic
drift
acceleration
shear
energy
Δus2 (m) · 10−4 u€s4 (m/s2 ) · 10−2 Vb (kN) Ts (kNm)

Strain
energy
Es (Nm)

BIS
displacement
ub (m) · 10−2

TMD
stroke
ut (m) · 10−2

8.58

17.27

82.31

229.0

38.19

1879.8

7.92

—

3.87

8.20

42.34

108.0

9.88

502.5

3.56

5.85

(−54.8%)

(−52.5%)

(−48.6%)

(−53.1%)

(−74.1%)

(−73.3%)

(−55.1%)

(−26.1%)

5.61
(−34.7%)
5.06

11.02
(−36.2%)
10.48

53.95
(−34.5%)
52.17

146.0
18.18
(−36.4%) (−52.4%)
138.0
15.73

844.9
(−55.1%)
772.6

5.19
(−34.6%)
4.67

16.41
(+107.1%)
—

(−41.0%)

(−39.3%)

(−36.6%)

(−39.6%) (−58.8%) (−58.9%)

(−41.2%)

—

4.40

10.48

52.17

(−48.7%)

(−39.3%)

(−36.6%)

122.0

15.73

772.6

(−47.0%) (−58.8%) (−58.9%)

4.00

—

(−49.5%)

—

Table 4: List of results considering average MAX values of response indicators (Monte Carlo method with 100 artiﬁcial samples).
Seismic retroﬁtting
strategy
#1. Conventional BIS
(reference solution)
#2. BIS with
rotational
inertia (TMDI)
#3. BIS with TMD
#4. BIS with
supplemental
damping
#5. BIS with
supplemental
damping

Superstructure-related response indicators
Last-ﬂoor
2nd interstory
4th ﬂoor
Base
Kinetic
Strain
displacement
drift
acceleration
shear
energy
energy
us5 (m) · 10−2 Δus2 (m) · 10−4 u€s4 (m/s2 ) · 10−2 Vb (kN) Ts (kNm) Es (Nm)
23.67

48.23

258.32

634.0

182.05

8195.1

390.0

70.31

3201.7

BIS
TMD
displacement
stroke
ub (m) · 10−2 ut (m) · 10−2
21.81

—

13.59

30.37

183.59

12.39

18.47

(−42.6%)

(−37.0%)

(−28.9%)

(−38.6%) (−61.3%) (−60.9%)

(−43.2%)

(−15.3%)

18.25
(−22.9%)
16.32

36.16
(−25.0%)
34.89

208.17
(−19.4%)
204.5

474.0
113.5
4512.6
(−25.3%) (−37.7%) (−44.9%)
452.3
97.65
4208.1

16.85
(−22.8%)
14.96

48.16
(+120.8)
—

(−31.0%)

(−27.6%)

(−20.8%)

(−28.8%) (−46.2%) (−48.6%)

(−31.4%)

—

14.65

34.89

204.5

13.29

—

(−38.1%)

(−27.6%)

(−20.8%)

(−39.1%)

—

Increasing the BIS damping up to ζ b � 0.4, thus considering
a BIS with supplemental damping, reduces the displacements down to an acceptable level, lower than the threshold
value, but the ﬂoor accelerations are still larger than the
maximum admissible ones. On the contrary, the BIS with
rotational inertia satisﬁes all the three constraints.
The analysis discussed above has been carried out by
means of uniformly modulated accelerograms, as an
idealization of real accelerograms that are actually fully
nonstationary in nature. To corroborate the conclusions
of the present investigation, we repeat the analysis with
two natural earthquake ground motions to scrutinize the
eﬀectiveness of the seismic retroﬁtting strategies while
accounting for the fully nonstationary character of
the seismic input. Two recorded accelerograms are selected from the Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data

416.0

97.65

4208.1

(−34.4%) (−46.2%) (−48.6%)

(http://strongmotioncenter.org/), namely, El Centro (18 May
1940, epicenter distance from recording station 17 km) and
Loma Prieta (17 October 1989, epicenter distance from recording station 7 km) ground motions. Relevant results are
presented in Figure 18 for the time histories of the last-ﬂoor
displacement response and in Figure 19 in terms of distribution proﬁles of displacements, interstory drift index, and
ﬂoor accelerations. Despite the diﬀerent seismic inputs,
similar conclusions of the previous case may be drawn: once
again the BIS with rotational inertia is the best seismic retroﬁtting strategy and outperforms the BIS with supplemental
damping in the reduction of displacements, interstory drifts,
and ﬂoor accelerations. A conventional, low-damping BIS is
unacceptable if the conditions speciﬁed in (12) should be met,
for instance, the displacements at the ﬁfth ﬂoor exceed 20 cm
for both the earthquakes.
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7.2. Impact of Tuning Failures due to Uncertainty in the
Structural Parameters. The observation of real-world examples of BI solutions (see, e.g., [43, 45] and the notable case

of the Christchurch Womens Hospital (CWH) in Canterbury,
New Zeland [46–48], has shown that in reality base-isolated
structures may not behave as expected during the occurrence
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Figure 18: Last-floor displacement time-history response of the RC building shown in Figure 14 subject to El Centro (a) and Loma Prieta
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of seismic events. This may be ascribed to the construction
variations along with the imperfect knowledge of the structural parameters, for instance, the involved masses (due to the
live loads) and the stiffness of the isolators. The as-designed
and as-implemented scenarios may be quite different. As an
example, in the aforementioned CWH during the Mw5.8 and
Mw6.0 seismic events on December 23, 2011 [46], the yield
force of the LRB isolators was higher than expected; therefore,
the isolation was quite ineffective and the superstructure
performed as a fixed-base building to a large extent. Actually,
the isolator stiffness measured for the Mw5.8 event was approximately four times higher than the design stiffness, and
very little damping was recorded unlike the expectations of
the original design.
Based on these observations, the assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed BIS + TMDI solution should be
made by incorporating the effect of detuning, that is, by
slightly varying the dynamic properties of natural frequency
(thus accounting for the variation in both masses and
stiffness) and damping ratio of the TMD tuned isolators.
It seems of valuable importance to scrutinize and quantify
the impact of tuning failure (effects of detuning) on the
achieved isolation performance.
No practical implementation of the BIS + TMDI strategy
in real structures is available so far; therefore, the investigation is here carried out numerically by means of a parametric analysis. In particular, the same five-story RC
building shown in Figure 14 is analyzed with the BIS +
rotational inertia (TMDI system). The detected tuning parameters of the TMD isolators ωt and ζ t are slightly varied
from their optimal values reported in Table 2. In particular,
considering the previous example of the CWH [46] where
the actual stiffness of the isolators was four times higher than
the one assumed in the calculation, we explore a range of
parameters up the
extreme

 situation in which the natural
frequency ωt  kt /meff  2ωt opt , which corresponds to
a factor four in the isolator stiffness kt . Moreover, we also
explore a similar range of variation for the damping ratio ζ t .

This is a simplified way to simulate what happened in the
CWH [46] due to the discrepancies in the isolator stiffness.
Furthermore, this is a simplified way to take into account
the variability of the isolators’ mechanical properties during
the seismic event, for example, the friction coefficient of
the friction pendulum isolators [49]. Relevant results are
depicted in Figures 20 and 21. It can be seen that, as
a confirmation of the numerical procedure proposed, the
optimal tuning parameters lead to the minimization of the
last-floor and the BIS displacements (cf. Figure 20). The
base shear and the kinetic energy are also reported in the
plots and seem to be minimized by a slightly higher value
of frequency and by a higher damping ratio than the one
assumed for the minimization of the displacements. An
important aspect emerges from this analysis: as the tuning
parameters depart from their optimal values, the structure
displacements increase and the effectiveness of the isolation system decreases accordingly, which is quite reasonable. In particular, for a TMD frequency two times
higher than the optimal one, the superstructure displacements increase of about 80% and thus the isolation
efficacy reduces. These results are in line with the conclusions drawn for the CWH [46] and demonstrate that the
isolator stiffness is a key parameter in order for the isolation to be fully effective. A wrong estimation of the
TMD frequency may hamper the effectiveness of this
technology over a broad bandwidth of inputs. In this
regard, the solution with supplemental damping does
not suffer from this drawback. Although the analyzed
scenario (isolator stiffness four times higher than expected
and natural frequency two times higher than expected) is
quite extreme, it should be noted that purely providing
damping is not affected by such issues related to detuning
effects.
7.3. Critical Discussion and Alternative Systems. A variety of
seismic retrofitting strategies exist, which are obviously not
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Figure 19: Average maximum distribution of horizontal displacements (a, d), interstory drift index (b, e), and ﬂoor acceleration (c, f) for
El Centro and Loma Prieta earthquake ground motions.

limited to the few ones discussed in this paper. Among these
strategies, we mention the coupling of adjacent buildings by
means of passive damping devices to reduce the risk of
pounding [50–52] and to improve the seismic performance
of the two systems [53–55], the introduction of viscous
dampers along the height of the building that produce
desired levels of interstory drifts while reducing seismic
forces [56, 57], the interstory isolation by the use of seismic
isolators at levels other than the base along the height of
a building [58, 59], and the interstory isolation implemented
by converting masses already present on the structure into
tuned masses according to a nonconventional TMD scheme
[38, 60]. Moreover, there are a range of supplemental
dampers that do not have a viscous nature, for example,
buckling restrained braces, yielding fuse systems, and the
HF2V device based on the lead extrusion technology
[61–64], to quote just a few. In these cases, the simpliﬁed
assumption of a linear viscous damping, made throughout
this paper, does not apply, and one should consider a more
complicated constitutive behavior, which is beyond the
scope of the present study. Additionally, the class of so-

called semi-active devices, having variable eﬀective stiﬀness
and/or variable eﬀective damping, provides supplemental
damping while keeping the overall base shear limited. In this
context, resettable stiﬀness devices using electrorheological
and magnetorheological materials have been increasingly
developed [65–67] and studied in large-scale experimental
validations in an attempt to optimize damping and minimize
response by eﬀectively reshaping and customizing the
hysteretic loops (see, e.g., [68–71]). The nonlinearity of these
models, including valve size, mass ﬂow rate, and friction, has
been investigated in experiments and numerical models [72].
Other types of nonlinear viscous dampers are the directionand displacement-dependent (D3) devices proposed in [73]
that are entirely passive, thus representing more robust and
lower cost devices. These are just a few devices and technologies and the list is far from being exhaustive (see,
e.g., [74, 75] for an overview). This very long list underlines
that the present analysis has only focused on a quite limited
set of intervention strategies, making some simplifying
assumptions. Further investigation is certainly needed
to address the problem in a more comprehensive fashion,
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Figure 20: Impact of tuning failure due to imperfect knowledge of the structural TMD dynamic parameters: effect on four response
indicators.

by extending and generalizing the results here found. Nevertheless, a few advantages of the proposed technique combining seismic base isolation with supplemental rotational
inertia over alternative strategies, at least those dealt with in
the present analysis, may be recognized as follows:
(1) The retrofitting operations are limited just to the
ground floor level or to the basement level, thus not
interfering with the architectural aspects of the
building along its height, and the remaining parts of
the structure do not have to be modified and/or
altered (unlike other systems applied to the structural elements directly (see, e.g., [76, 77])).
(2) It is well known that the seismic base isolation
permits a strong reduction of forces to the superstructure so that the building can be designed
to remain in the elastic range. Consequently,
limited damage is expected in the superstructure,
thus avoiding interruption of operational and
functional aspects of the building, while plasticnonlinear behavior is concentrated at the isolation
level. This consideration, stated for the conventional BIS, also applies to the improved BIS with
supplemental rotational inertia. In other words,
during and after the earthquake, the structure can,
in principle, continue to hold its function, which is
of extreme importance for strategic buildings
having civil and social duties.
(3) As compared to the conventional base isolation
scheme, the displacements are drastically reduced
in the proposed BIS with supplemental rotational
inertia, which is essential in existing structures
with limited seismic joints. Moreover, it has been
found that also interstory drifts (related to the
internal stress of the frame elements) and floor

accelerations are reduced by the proposed strategy, much more than employing supplemental
damping.
(4) The inerter is a quite compact mechanical device that
can be designed to provide any desired value of
inertance. On the contrary, effective vibration reduction is achieved by the TMD provided that large
amounts of mass are introduced into the system.
Unless an architectural function is assigned to such
an additional mass (e.g., a parking space and utilities
room), the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of this
retrofitting strategy may be hampered in practical
applications because of economic reasons.
(5) The use of the TMD as a retrofitting strategy is also
hindered by the TMD strokes, which may be unacceptably large, thus requiring a large space/clearance
in the building in order to accommodate the displacement demand of this secondary mass/subsystem,
sometimes even exceeding the maximum admissible
displacement of the BIS.
(6) As compared to alternative retrofitting strategies
comprising fluid viscous dampers installed along the
height of the building, the proposed system can
accommodate large relative displacements without
suffering from the issues of viscous heating and
potential leaking that challenge the implementation
of fluid dampers [16].
Nevertheless, all the encouraging outcomes arisen from
this study should be better verified before a practical
implementation of this system for seismic retrofitting
purposes can be accomplished. For instance, while the assumption of linear viscous damping for the superstructure is
reasonable, it would be advisable to extend this research
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Figure 21: Impact of tuning failure due to imperfect knowledge of the structural TMD dynamic parameters: surface and contour plots of the
last-floor displacement (a, c) and of the base shear (b, d), respectively.

work to incorporate a more appropriate, realistic nonlinear
behavior of the isolators, thus accounting for their actual
inelastic characteristics. However, it has been demonstrated
that the system performs at its best when low-damping
(rubber bearing) isolators are considered; therefore, the
equivalent linear viscous damping idealization dealt with in
this paper could represent a reasonable assumption at least
for preliminary design purposes. On the other hand, the
auxiliary isolators are medium-to-high damping isolators,
which implies that a better description of their nonlinear
behavior is recommended. This task is left for future research
work.

8. Concluding Remarks
Existing structures having a limited seismic joint and requiring a high level of earthquake protection, such as
building with strategic importance, have been addressed in
this paper. To limit the forces in the structure and to keep the
functional and operational aspects of these buildings during
and after earthquakes, the strategy of seismic base isolation
has been assumed as the starting point of a seismic retrofitting process. On the other hand, the limited seismic joint
of several existing structures built in the past requires careful
considerations on the displacement demand of the baseisolated structure. In this paper, two alternative remedies are
discussed and compared, the former combining a base
isolation system with supplemental damping and the latter

coupling the base isolation with supplemental rotational
inertia via the use of the TMDI, which is a TMD with inerter.
The combination of the base isolation system with a TMD
has retrieved a special case of the system with the TMDI for
a zero value of the inertance. Optimal design of the system
and the influence of the soil characteristics on the best tuning
parameters have been dealt with. A practical strategy of
implementation of the proposed system into existing
structures is presented, which comprises the use of two sets
of isolators, namely, some conventional isolators with lowdamping properties and some auxiliary isolators that are
more flexible and equipped with medium-to-high damping
characteristics. The inerter is connected in between the
auxiliary isolators and the ground. Time-history analyses
for a simple multistory building subject to both artificial
accelerograms and natural earthquake ground motions have
been performed. The basic steps involved in a seismic retrofitting procedure via the proposed technique are outlined.
A variety of response indicators are computed that are useful
and of practical importance for design engineers, including
the base shear, interstory drifts, floor accelerations, kinetic
energy, and so forth. It is found that the BIS with supplemental rotational inertia is a more effective seismic retrofitting strategy than the BIS with supplemental damping for
all the response indicators above mentioned, at least for the
cases here analyzed. Advantages of the proposed techniques
over a few other approaches in the literature have also been
critically discussed but only from a qualitative point of view.
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Sensitivity analysis and the impact of tuning failures due to
imperfect knowledge of the structural parameters (e.g., the
TMD mass and the stiﬀness of the isolators) have also been
discussed, motivated by the observation of a real-world case
example of isolation [46].
Despite many simplifying assumptions adopted in this
paper and the simplicity of the structural model analyzed,
the authors’ opinion is that the BIS with supplemental rotational inertia can be considered as a feasible, low-mass, and
eﬃcient seismic retroﬁtting strategy of existing structures
with limited seismic joint. However, before a practical
implementation can be done, prototype testing and/or experimental ﬁndings are essential to gain a more accurate
understanding of this system and to to validate the idealized
models commonly adopted in the literature.
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